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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM;

What happens to.individuals after divorce has been relatively neglected in

sociological empirical research since pioneering studies by Waller in 1930 and

Goode in 1956.

In brief, Goode found (1) that most of his divorced mothers suffered trauma,

but that time allevia ed it and most made the necessary adustments so that "the

roles accepted and assigned do not take the prior divorce into account as the

primary point of reference", and (2) a large majority of his respondents felt they

were better off in most ways as a result of their divorces and that their child

we_e better off (1956).

Divorce itself has been studied theoretically'&A empir:cally from a variety

of different perspectives, including divorce as an index of social organizet _n

(Faris 1955; Pinaxd, 1966; Scanwni, 1965, 1966); as an indfllx of family disor-

aniza_ on or disintegration (Mowrer, 1932; Burgess and tocke, 1953; Elliot and

Merrill, 1961; Winch, 1963; Kirkpatrick, 1963); as an index of personal disor-

ga. zation and/or pathology (Waller, 1930; Loeb and Price, 1966; Blumenthal.

1967; Ackerm' 1969; Chester, 1972), and as a necessary adjunct to o _ contem-

y -amily system to relieve the pressure of unworkable ma ages (Goode, 1956;

Goode, 1961; Runt, 1966; O'Neill, 1967; Reis, 1971).

In addition a la,--ge volume of statistical research has been published using

census a and othr seconriary sourrps of data describing patterns of divorce

by age, race, education, occupa ion, income, etc. (Monahan, 1940; Jacobson, 1950;

Glick, 1957; Carter and Plateris, 1963; Carter and Glick, 1970; Renne, 1971; fa.31,

1976) and legal (statutory) and nonlegal (actual) causes of divorce (Mowrer, 1924;

Saber, 1939; Hariirth and Minnis, 1955; Davis, 1957; _Kay, 1970).
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There have been some re_ ntly published books on the actual postdivorce adjust.-

/

T;ent process, often written by marriage and divorce counselor- or social workers

and based on the -ase study method (e.g. Kranzler, 1973; Fisher, 1974; Epstein,

1974; Gettleman and Markowitz, 1974; Hardy and Cull, 1974; Weiss, 1975). These

books vary in gual ty and orientation but most have the common theme of attempting

to change the image of divorce from negative to positive or from a dest uc ve

experience to a constructive experience.

IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY:

The period after a separation and divorce need not be a problem at all,

ri,t a time of constructive, innovative personal gro th and self-actualizati__

This point is made in Kranzler (1973) , Fisher (1974) and is especially well argued

by Gettleman and Markowitz (1974). However, this is not true for all individuals

and the period immediately following the physical separation of a couple can be

most disrupting and traumatic, even to the individual who did want the separation

(Goode, 1956). This is the per od of the actual critical role transitions---ith

each --ouse giving up _oles and/_1 taking on new roles in their new positions

(statuses) of living separated and anticipating div

The divorce rate per 1,000 married persons (15 years and ove:) has gradually

risen from 1.2 in 1860 to over 19 in 1975, and has been accelerating since the

mid-1960's (Raschke, 1974; HEW, 1976). The crude rate has now reached 5 divorces

per 1,000 population (HEW, 1976). The divorce rate now is exceeding the all-time

record set in 1946 immediately after World War II.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to attempt to dete-- rtz. some of the

ch;.1r,lc,_ristis or fatortl; with :;low or rap d, dirficult or ,715y,

adjutner4t after separation or divorce. The major questi n to be answered is "why

do some individuals, given t

the resulting disruption

objective divorce circ-.ztances, recover from

e sets faster and easier than others?" This parti

cular paper will focus on differences between males and females in what happens

after divorce.



RD/Li:4 or P,ELEVANT POSTDIVORCE ADJUSTMENT RESEARCH LITERATURE:

The pioneer who first blazed a trail in this wilderness area of what happens

irdi'iduai after divorce was Willard Waller, whose book The Old Love and

the Ne, Divo and Read:ustment, published in 1930, remains a classic today.

Waller concluded that aimost ail of the divorced people he studied suffered severe

trauma and disorganization.

The firsl: major large scale Sociological field study of postdivorce adju

ment, using sv.ructure-func ion and role theory, was done by William J. Goode. He

is the contemporary sociologist who has done the most sociological research and

writing on postdivorce adjustment, going from mac_ -theory (stru ure-function)

on the societal level to micro-theory (role) on the individual level showing how

they are related and interdependent. Goode's study, which culminated in Women in

Div rce (1956), used all the standard sociological variables and used them to

oduce a wealth of data.

Twenty-five years after Goode's -tudy, Barr ger (1973) did a mailed que

naire of divo -ced individuals. He found that, for the most part, his respondents,

both male and female, were satisfied with the quality of their postdivorce life,

4h there were some differences between males'and female..

METHODOLOGY:

Variables:

Adjustment, a concept that aeorists of various bents have found difficult

to define conceptually, for Uhl- study will build on Goode's definition of post-

divorce adju :mental proc -s as:

...one '-ich a diruption of role seL, and patterns and of
exi!;ting social relations, is incorporated into the individual's
life pattern, such that the roles accepted and assigned do not
take the prior divorce into account as the primary point of
reference (Goode, 956:19).

defini-. n, using role theory concepts, will guide Ehe analysis in the present

research.



For purposes of s tuly adT-tmiterilt or tie lack of it, will be op ra-

tiorially defined as the score obtained on the postdivo-ce problems and stress

scale constructed especially for this research. The subdimensions of the stress

scale along nme of hc questions are lleted in Appendix A.

Indenendent variables include standard background factors, objective factors

in the marriage and subsequent divorce, social psychological factors, normative

considerations, and degre_ of par_icipation in roles outside the home.

The -aeasurement instrunient is a questionnaire composed of 273 items (which

is available on rquest). Pearson's correlation and partial correlation tech-

niques are used for the data analysi to be reported in this p.aper.

SAMPLE:

The sample is composed of P= .ents Without Partners (hereafter referred to as

P' chapter organizations from the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area. The

sample is n dom with white, middle class, and female biases. The data were

collected in ing and sur-mer of 1973. The total 11277, female -4186 and

mralcs9l. The mean age for the sample was 40.

RESULTS OF TESTING THE STUDY HYPOTHESES:

A few of the hypotheses which were tested are sunuiarized below, after which

male-female differences will be examined. See Raschke 1974) for the ratiOnales

these hypotheses are based on.

Hypothesis 1: The more social in _:action and/or involvement outside the

_h relatives, friends, in organizat ns, etc., as measured by the social

thr, low-!r will 1-=) stress associated with the separation

and/or divorce. This hypothsis was support d at the .001 level, ie., the

greater the participation, the lower the stress.

Hypothe 2: The greater he sexual permissiveness of the divorced person,

the lower will be the pof,_ separation and/or postdivorce stress. Sexual permissivene

measured by a modification of ReiSs1 Scale (1967). This hypothesis uras supported

at the .03 level.



Hypothesis 3: The higher the occupational status the lower -ill be the stress

for both males and females and the easier the transition from married to divorced

status.

For both males and females combined this hypothesis was not suppor ed, but there

we -e ale-female differences.

Hypothesis 4: The lower the score on the Orientation to Change Scale, the

lower will be the post separation or postdivorce stress and/or easier will be the

role transition from married to divorced status.

The 0 'entation to Change Scale is _lhe seven-item version of the original scale

developed by Neal (1965). For the total sample this hypothesis was supported at the

.02 level.

MALE-FEMALE DIFFERENCES AND POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS

Even though it was not a specific hypothesis, the general, overall differences

1Detween males and females on the postdivorce adjustment stress scale should be

reported. A "t-test" for difference between means was calculated; the results

wer "t" 2.14 275, statistically significant. This is an indication of

higher total stress for females than for males in the sample of the present study.1

Hypothes 1: Social part _ipation: The data show that the rate of social

ipation lUuctuates somewhat for both males and females until the third yearPa

after the physical separation. Table 1 shows that during the first six months after

separation social participation is at a loW ebb for both males and females.2

lIn other research, male-female differences have n_: been consis emt predic o

of satisfaction with life. While Kutner, et al (1956) found women to be happier with
life than men, the bulk of punished data indicates no difference in satisfaction by
sex (Iburn, 196); Palmorci and Luikart, 1072; Edwards and Klemmack, 1973). Durk-

f,,J%:a no comiistent hetween widowd mals and males:

the sex enjoying the higher coefficient of preservation in the state of
dcwhood varies from society to society...(1951:180).

Therefore, the data in the present study are not consistent with data from other

studies that show no consistent differences between males and females.

2There was a po sible range of from seven (highest social participation)
,Wenty-eight (lowest ). This is because the social participation scale is composed

of seven items with four possible answers: 1 = highest social participation and

4 lowest.
7



_le I Mean Rate of Social Participation by Months Since
P---ical Se

tn 16
Rate of
Socia
Partici- 15
pation

14

males

females

1-6 -12 1 -24
Months Since Physical

5-
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Table I Male and Female Social Participation Zero-Crder
Correlations with Postdivorce Stress by Months
ince Ph 'ical S eoaration

Social
Partici-
pation
Zero-
Crder
Corre-
1atiOn

6o

55

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

10

0 4

2 13-24 b

= males
Months Since Separ tion

- female-

Notes Each-six months or one year period has only one
'point e lar=e dot
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During the seven to twenty-four month period, the level of par icipation

for both sexes but more rapidly for -.ales than foi: females. During the 15 to 36

month period it dr -:- from the previous oeriod and is the same for males and

females.

The signifi_ant difference comes after the third year when female social

participation drops to the same level it was the firs_ six months, but male

social participation again rises to whatit wAs in the 13 to 24 month period.

The difference between the means of males and females for this ti period is

statistically significant . Except for the second year, f ales' social p ti-

cipation is always lower than males'. Possible reasons for this will be dis-

cussed later in this section.

It is interesting to note that the initial reaction of both males and females

to the crisis of the physical separation is very low social participation for the

first six months. After they have absorbed the initial shoc)c, if the seoaration

comes as one, their participation climb- steeply the second six months after the

s:paratiort, more steeply for males than for females.

Table II shows the zero-order correlat-ons between stress and so 'al partici-

pation for both males and females by months since physical separation. In the

initial cri-is period of the six months after separation, social participati-n

was not at all important for fe ales but was somewhat important for males in

reducing thei- level of stress.- After the initial cr'sis period, for both sexes,

the more they participated, the lower _heir reported stress level. The importance

O social participation remains _ at this degree of importance for females throughout

the second year. As time goes on social participation becomes less important, even

though at the end of the th rd year the effect of participation is fairly strong

for both males and females.

Males participate significantly more in social activities than females. A

_st" for difference between means of the social participation scale for

9



rales and females was calculated, found statistically significant. Th

again reveals the greater amount of social participation on the part of the

males.

This difference in social participation 1D;robably influenced by the

10

greater opportunity for _eking sociability contacts on the part _f the males

and perhaps by greater loneliness as will be discussed later. Because males

w-rk outs de the home and because they usually do not have custody of their

children, their opportunity and available time for social participation is

ehhanced.

On the other hand, most females have custody of their children and in fact

must fill the dual roles of mother and father. Without the help of husbands, these

roles can be very time cons ing as well as emotionally, and/or mentally eXhausting.

In addition, our family kinship structure does notprovide much, if any kind of

substalv-ial help for the divorced parent who has custody of the children. Norms

for this kind of help have- been very slow in developing, probably because of the

placed on divorce, until recently, by a large portion of Our society. In

the present study most e re pondents reported they received only minimal

support, primarily just emotional support, from their relatives. Thus females,

subjected to this type of "role strain" may not haVe the necessary time to parti-

cipate in social roles outside the home. In this Context, " ole strain" means

female is attempting to fill the roles in the father.position as well as

maternal roles. She would have -y roles for her time, energy, and other

rDsourc,7!s. "Role strain" also means that conflicts could develop arnor.g the

various roles in the mother and/or father positions. Therefore, "role strai "

could certainly inhibit s cial participat on.

For Hypothesis 2 - Sexual permissiveness - zero-order correlations show that

males and older people perceive themselves as having less stress and as being more

sexually permiss ve. When partial correlations were computed contra ling for sex

10



and age, the correlation between sexual permissiveness and

ii

SS remair siqni

fi ant. T higher the sexual permissiveness, the lower the stress. However,

there is a significant rfa1e-crna1e difference. The zero-order correlation

between sex and sexual pe -is iveness indicated males were much more sexually

pei-missive than females. This is not surprising, in view of tI1 d-uble stand_rd

f sexual morality which this generation of individuals were reared under, and

which still exists to some extent today, although, for some groups of people, it

is diminishing.

Hypothesis 3 - Occupational status - for males the zero-order correlation

between occ-p.l.tional status and stress was significant. For males, a higher

occupational states indicates less stress. The reverse is true for females

though not quite statistically significant. This would point in the direction

of more _ess with higher occupational status fox females. The relationship

between occupational status and stre..5 seems obvioLL higher occupational status

permits a higher standard of living generally (more money) and would enable

these males to participate socially more, if they wanted to, which in turn, has

shown to reduce stress. The opposite direction for females - more stress

with h gher occupational status - could indicate greater responsibilities perhaps

leading to greater stress in theirjobs which then carries over into their live-

in general.

pothesis 4 - Orientation to Change - ci the most interes ing in terms of

diFferenr.es betwPen males and females. It will be recalled that for the entire

sample the hyothes a- seuo .02 level. However, for the females,

zero-order correlLttion was hicAhiy siynt.icant while for the males this correlat

was not sign'f cant. This indicates that females have a much higher tolerance

for change not only in their own lives, but in the o unity and society exter al

to them. It was originally assumed that this kind of tolerance for change would

have some influence on post s paration or postdivorce stress and role transition

11
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from married to divorced Status, becau e this transition involves many and

diverse -hanges in life styles, role taking, and role creating, it was assumed

that an indi al's e al orientation toward change would affect his/her

p_cific orientation toward change.

Reasons for this great diferenco between males and females could be tied

into the Women's Liberation ovement - which for many women is a larger, soci-

etal movement and does not always affect them directly and personally, although

the implicit, if n t explicit goals, are to make the lives of females "be'ter".

Males in this sample (mean age e 40) could have been (probably were) more tradi-

tional and wanted to keeo the tatus St

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH RELATED TO FINDINGS REPORTED IN THIS PAPER:

For this researcher, many issues have been left unanswered because of the

biases and limitations of the methodology and data.

Perhaps on a more abstract level, the question might be raised as to whether

postdivo -e adjustment stress is unique from other kinds of stress and if one

should be looking for unique ways to alleviate it. 'The consistent finding from

many empirical research studies has been the relationship between social parti-

cipation and greater o- lesser satisfaction with life (Wilson, 1967:304). A

case could be made for lesser or greater satisfaction with life being somewhat

conceptually e,:ruivalent to lesser or -reater stress. Therefore, it would be inter-

esting to know if the same kinds and ways of social participation which are effec-

tive in increasing satisfaction with life are also effective in decreasing pos

rc -iijtrier stres.

On a less abstract 1ev-1 and related to the issues addres1;ed in s paper,

differences between males and females in postdivorce adjust ent empirical research

is especially needed to determine the reasons females participate_ socially' less than

males. Reasons for this were discussed and are supported in the literature in

1 2
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tangentially related ways but not syecificallz postdivorce adjustment st

Females currently bear the heaviest burden of child rearing, and it seems immens

impor this researcher to find ways to alleviate the stre those who

experience it) not only for the females' own emotional-psychological well-being

but also for that of their children. Studies by Nye (1957), Burchinal (1964).

and Raschke (1976) give empirical support :t.0 children being better off,

better social and personal adj- -ment, in peaceful single-parent families than

in conflict-ridden intact families.

Sexual permissiveness is somewhat related to social participation except for

the traditional doUble standard attached to it. Much research is being done in

this area and divorce counselors are dealing -with this subject much more freely

now as compared to even five years ago.

The relationship of postdivorce stress to occupational status had opposite

results for males and females and reasons for these were discussed. However,

there is no empiL cal research (to th_s researcher's knowledge) dealing directly

with occupational status and postdivorce stress. With lesser alimony being

awarded, becoming increasingly important for a female to be economically

lf-sufficient in more " -1f-actua1izing" positions in the work world.

As commented earlier, the most interesting and puzzling was the difference

between males and females in their Orientation to Change and the relationship to

oostdivorce adjustment stress. Possible reasons were discussed, but again, none

have been empirically tested. Females who were more tolerant of general societal

change experienced less stress. It would then seem logical that high "status

quo" females would be low-on tolerance to general societal change and high on

stress. This, needs further research.

13
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SUMMARY

This paper has reported the differences found between males and females

in the hypotheses tested. These included (1) Social. participation (males

participate more and have less
a

(2) Sexual pe issiveness (males

are more sexually permissive than females but for both groups, the higher the

sexual permissiveness, the less the stress level); (3) Occupational level

(males perceive less stress with higher _- upational levels, females -ore))

Orientation to Chanqe (females more tolerant of change perceive much less

stress; for males there was no relationship) ; (5) Postdivorce adjustment stress -

while not a specific hypothesis - females perceived themselves as experiencing

considerably more stress than males. Possible reasons for these differences

were discussed and implications for future research commented upon.
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PENDIX _A: SUBDIMENSIONS OF THE STRESS SCALE

(Subdimension 1-A shown in detail here; others :outlined. Complete set of scales
available on equest.)

Perceived,_ Un leasant- Unfavorable Emotional $tates:

A. Depression:

99) in regard to fa igue now, ascompared to before the sepera ion:
1. My fatigue has decreased.
2. I had _some fatigue before and there has been no change since.
3. I had much fatigue before and there has been no change since.
4. My fatigue has increased.
_. Not applicable - I have never experienced much fatigue.

104) As compared to before the separation, in general how would you say
you feel most of the time now - in higher or lower spirits?
1. I am in higher spirits.
2. I was in reasonably good spirits before and there has been no

change.
I was in rather poor spirits before and there has been no change.

4. I am in lower spirits.

106 In regard to feelings of apathy and/or indifference now as compared
to before the separation:
1. These feelings have incmased.
2. These feelings have decreased.
3. I definitely had these feelings before and there has been no

change since.
4. Not applicable - I have never had these feelings.

109) In regard to feelings of depression now as compared to before the
separation:
1, These feelings have increased.
2. These feelings have decreased.
3. I definitely had these feelings before and there has been no

change since.
4. Not applicable - I never had these feelings.

In regard to serious suicide thoughte now as compared to before the
separation:
1. These thoughts have increased.
2. Th,,se thoughts have decreased.

3. I definitely had these thoughts before and there h-s been no
change since.

4. Not applicable - I have never had suicide thoughts.

126) As compared to before the separation, do you feel more or less down-
cast and/or dejected?
1. These feelings have increased.
2. These feelings have decreased.
3. I definitely had these feelings before and there has been no

change since.
4. Not applicable - I have never had these feelings.
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119) In regard to feelings of lar:k of purpose in life now as compared to
before the separation:
1. These feelings have increased.
2. These feelings have decreased.
3. I definitely had these feelings before andrhere has been no

change since.
4. Not applicable - I have never had these feelings.

B. Bmo ional_Turmo'l (eight items)

C. Loneliness (four items)

D. Guilt (three items)

E. oode' auma Items x items)

rceived Satisfaction With New Roles.

A. As a Single_Parenr (two items)

B. As a Friend, one item)

C. a Worker on A Job':- Homemaker ,our ite

D. As a Da

E. As a Club or 0 anization Member (two items

F. As a Former Spouse (five items)

o items

3. Feroeivd_,_khility_12Fulfill_or Peal with New Roles:

A. As a Eingle_parent (four items)

B. As Friend (two items)

C. As_a Worker _n a Job or H memaker six items)

D. As a_Date (one item)

E. AS a Former 5 ouse (two ite _s)

F. As a Club or Or anizat_ion Member (one item
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